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“SHANTHI SADHANA” IN S NO 34 TWO ACRES PATTANGERE DC CONVERTED BUT “45% OF 

THE AREA THE ROADS, PARKS AND OPEN SPACES NOT RELINQUISHED TO BDA/BBMP” 

    
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: “Shanthi Sadhana” got its land in survey number 34 pattamgere village and got  DC converted in ALNSR(S) 125 /88-89 dated 20-03-1989 for two acres of 

land and out of 2 acres 45% ought to have relinquished to BDA which “Shanthi Sadhana” never did instead encroached the public road and closed it for public and for this crime BBMP and BMTF should file FIR 

on “Shanthi Sadhana” and clear the encroachment and get 45% of land to BBMP/BDA immediately and clear the public road and tar it as railway parallel road as metro station need connectivity . The DC 

conversion order specifies that approval of the layout and buildings should be obtained from BDA, and that specific portions would need to be relinquished towards roads and open spaces, as per the rules laid down 

by BDA.Those who own properties in BDA-jurisdiction  would be aware that one of the conditions for sanction of a DC Conversion or layout’s development plan is that the roads, parks and open spaces of 45% of 

area are relinquished to BDA, as is also a portion of the total land area, towards a civic amenities (CA) site. As per the Karnataka Town and Country Planning (KTCP) Act, 1961, the Bangalore Development 

Authority (BDA) is the designated planning authority for new layouts (either standalone sites/homes or apartment complexes) and approvals need to be in line with the Revised Master Plan (RMP) 2015.As per RMP-

2015 (Chapter 6/ Chapter 7) 10% of the land shall be reserved for Park and Open space. The open space (park) shall be relinquished to the authority free of cost and the same may be allowed to be maintained by the 

local residents association (registered), if the Authority so desires.A minimum 5% of total plot area shall be provided for Civic Amenities and the owner or developer shall develop such civic amenities which finally 

shall be handed over to the local residents’ association for maintenance. The mode of such handing over shall be decided by the authority.Apart from the provision for amenities and open spaces, the area for 

residential development shall be up to a maximum of 55 % of the total land area. 

 
The Karnataka High Court judge Huluvadi Ramesh disposed of the petition by passing an order, on 5th November 2014 in Writ Petition, No. WP/9882/2014, in the Karnataka High Court it was held that ““In the 

event the property falls within the BDA limits, then necessarily the BDA has to verify and consider it for taking over possession and maintenance of civic amenity. If the property falls within the corporation limit, 

then it is for the corporation to take this responsibility and to do the needful.”It goes on to state that the BDA needs “to examine whether the property falls within the jurisdiction of BDA or corporation and 

thereafter, the grievance of the petitioners could be met if it is legal.” This was following the submission of the counsel for the developer that APD had already relinquished the land in favour of BBMP, a point which 

was not confirmed with any document. According to Subbu Hegde, only the roads have been relinquished. 

 

Government and “Shanthi Sadhana” is being requested to withdraw the false case filed in CC Number 7236/2015 in III ACMM Court against the residents of the 8 Layout people including GB Layout. Compound 

wall of “Shanthi Sadhana” is intact from any angle even today. Nobody demolished “Shanthi Sadhana”  compound wall even then “Shanthi Sadhana” filed false complaint and police filed false FIR 187/2014 and 

filed false charge sheet in CC Number 7236/2015 in III ACMM Court against the residents of the 8 Layout people including GB Laout .Kengeri Police is requested to act immediately against Shanthi Sadan  

Franciscan Institute of Spirituality in India (FISI) - Shanti Sadhana (Bengaluru)  Spirituality Centre run by the Franciscan Capuchin Friars  who have created law and order problem by blocking century old access 

to road . “Shanthi Sadhana” should create Shanthi and help the public by giving them their road and not snatching the public utility. This is not a commercial organization .This is a spiritual organization .Should 

learn to give the rights of people and not snatching them. Prabhuve Maadu Enna Shanthi Sadhana: This is human right violation of public. Because of this people are forced to take risk and cross the railway line 

without any protection. Blocking the public road is nothing but encroachment of public right of way by easements as Easement right is the right one property holder holds over another's property for the beneficial 

enjoyment of the former's property.  

 

It is requested to Police DC BBMP BWSSB officers to convince Shanthi Sadan Dubasi Palya  stop the violations of high court and Supreme Court orders in respect of easement rights of Public and Government and 

withdraw the false case filed in Kengeri PS  in false FIR 187/2014 against the residents of the 8 Layout people who are using this road (Jayaramdas Railway gate to present Darshan college road ) as public road since 

several decades .BBMP is requested to immediately tar this road for public use .If shanthi Sadan does agree to act as per law of the land then The Police can file FIR under section 143  147   447 472 read with 149 of 

IPC  and under sections 283 (danger or obstruction in public way or line of navigation) and 336 (act endangering life or personal safety of others) of the IPC. Against Shanthi Sadana for blocking the road under 

Section 283 in The Indian Penal Code 283. Danger or obstruction in public way or line of navigation.—Whoever, by doing any act, or by omitting to take order with any property in his possession or under his 

charge, causes danger, obstruction or injury to any person in any public way or public line of navigation, shall be punished with fine which may extend to two hundred rupees.  

 

“Shanthi Sadhana” should create Shanthi and help the public by giving them their road and not snatching the public utility. This is not a commercial organization .This is a spiritual organaisation .should learn to 

give the rights of people and not snatching them. Prabhuve Maadu Enna Shanthi Sadhana: This is the transliteration of the above prayer, Lord Make me an Instrument of Peace in Kannada the State language of 

Karnataka, India. The word Shanthi in Sanskrit means peace and so also Sadhana in Sanskrit means an instrument. From this der ives the name of the Institute “Shanthi Sadhana”. This Institute through its 

members, through its ministry and service, through its Franciscan spirituality strives to spread the message of universal peace. Franciscan Institute of Spirituality in India: The Capuchin General Minister Br. Roberto 

Carraro laid the foundation stone for this Institute of Franciscan Spirituality in India at Bangalore on 25 Jan 1991 and inaugurated it on 7 Dec 1993 with the blessing of the Arch- Bishop of Bangalore, Most Rev. Dr. 

Alphose Mathias. The primary objective of FISI is to help the participants revitalize themselves with the spirit of St. Francis by a live-in experience, an in-depth study of the Franciscan sources and other Franciscan 

themes of vital importance. A few other relevant topics essential to comprehend the deeper significance of consecrated life are also included in the nine months’ Diploma Course in Franciscan Spirituality offered 

here. Interiorization and integration is the methodology followed in this Institute, which envisages a harmonious blending of spiritual animation, study, research and active community living in all its dimensions. 

The railway parallel road from Jayaramdas Railway gate to present Darshan college road to Dubasiplaya Village GB Layout IB Layout Nisarga Badavane and other 8 Layout are the users of this road as easement 

rights since several decades . Easement right is the right one property holder holds over another's property for the beneficial enjoyment of the former's property .Issue directions to Shanthi Sadan not to object the 

general public to use it as public road and not to object BBMP to put tar road as public are owners by adverse possession as public is using the road since several decades or more than 100 years and several decade 

back BWSSB has laid drainage in the road since several decades. The compound wall of Shanthi Sadan and distance up to railway land is the existing road which exists since about several hundred years. Shanthi 

Sadan cannot put up wall to block the road illegally to stop the public using this road . BBMP is requested to put up tar on this railway parallel road (Jayaramdas  Railway gate  to present Darshan college road ) as 

public have easement rights as railway under bridge(RUB)  is proposed opposite RV College and this is feeder to Metro station which is coming opposite  RV College .  

The Right of Way:An Easement, a privilege to pass over the land of another, whereby the holder of the easement acquires only a reasonable and usual enjoyment of the property, and the owner of the land retains the 

benefits and privileges of ownership consistent with the easement. Right of way is also used to describe that strip of land upon which railroad companies construct their roadbed; in this context, the term refers to the 

land itself, not the right of passage over it.The term right of way also refers to a preference of one of two vehicles or vessels, or between a motor vehicle and a pedestrian, asserting the right of passage at the same 

place and time. It is not an absolute right, however, since the possessor of the right of way is not relieved from the duty of exercising due care for her own safety and that of others.If this pathway had been in use for 

public  for ingress and egress purpose for a long time, nobody can obstruct the pathway by any means suddenly for any flimsy reason, if he is doing so, it may considered as an illegal act. Easements rights cannot be 

deprived at anyone's fancies and whims. An easement is a right which the owner of a property has to compel the owner of another property to allow something to be done, or to refrain from doing something on the 

survient element for the benefit of the dominant tenement. For example - right of way, right to light , right to air etc.An easement right is almost like a privilege, depriving which the owner of one tenement has a right 

to enjoy regarding that tenement in or over the tenement of another person, by reason of which the latter is obliged to suffer or abstain from doing something on his own tenement for the advantage of the former.An 

easementary right of way is created by - Express grant or by immemorial custom, necessity or by prescription, or by statute or through private dedication.  

The term “general right of way” is applied to private rights of way on which there are no restriction except the necessary qualification, which nature or the law requires regarding all private rights of way. Actual 

significance of the term general right of way lies in its use in contradistinction to the special limitations expressed or inferred upon the user of any particular right of way over and above the limitations thus imposed 

by general law.Therefore, if the Thasildar  is disturbing or projecting any obstruction in the existing pathway, a mandatory  suit seeking to restrain him from putting up any structure or obstruction  that would 

disable the other user from using the pathway and also an an application for interim injunction on the same lines til the disposal of main suit world be an option owners of tennis academy  for the present to tide over 

the crisis. No he cannot do this. All the affected persons should file a lawsuit for injunction against him to restrain him from blocking the access to their respective properties. This apart, you can individually file a 

lawsuit for eviction against him to evict him from the part of your property which he has trespassed into. The person entitled to a right of way may sue for an injunction to restrain obstruction of the way or for 

damages. If he in fact suffers no damage by the obstruction, nominal damages will be awarded only, and an injunction will be refused.A person who in purported exercise of a right of way makes an excessive user of 

the servient tenement commits a trespass and may be restrained from doing at the instance of the servient owner. What amount to excessive user depends on the scope of the right according to the true construction of 

an express grant or according to the user established by the prescription as the case maybe? A trespass committed in the manner described, however, gives no cause of action to persons who are not entitled to use the 

way and are not interested in the servients tenement, nor can the dominant owner claim for the physical damage to the way unless this substantially interferes with his right to use it.A person interested only in 

reversion or remainder in the dominant tenement cannot sue for the protection of the right of way unless the obstruction is of such a nature that it either permanently injures the estate or operates as a denial of 

right.A person interested in reversion or remainder in the servient tenement cannot sue for trespass done under an alleged right of way, because acts of this nature cannot operate as evidence of right against a person 

who has no present remedy by which he can obtain redress.Your right to own land doesn't preclude others from also having a type of right over your land as well. Easements and rights of way are property rights, in 

fact, that can grant others a right of use over your property. Easements describe general property rights by others over your land while a right of way describes a specific property right.Easements: Basically, an 

easement is the right to use the property of another. Easements come in two types: gross easements and appurtenant easements.  

An easement, including a right of way, is typically granted by one landowner to another landowner. Generally, easements are granted by will, by deed or by a contract. However, an easement can also be granted by 

adverse possession, which is known as a prescriptive easement. In real estate, "adverse possession" is often called "squatting." A prescriptive easement is gained by one person's open, notorious, continuous and 

adverse or hostile use of the land of another.Other Considerations: Easements only grant non-possessory rights to use others' lands; they don't grant any ownership rights to them. Right of way easements, for 

example, don't allow their holders to sell the land of another individual's over which they have the right to travel. Easements can also be terminated through explicit expiration, such as a right of way granted for a 

period of 25 years. However, an easement on a deed generally remains with the land in perpetuity.The residents of 8 Layout reportedly  requested  Government  to uphold the easements rights of public to use public 

road. Easement right is the right one property holder holds over another's property for the beneficial enjoyment of the former's property .The railway parallel road from Jayaramdas  Railway gate  to present 

Darshan college road to Dubasiplaya Village GB Layout IB Layout Nisrga Badavane and other 8 layout are the users of this road as easement rights since several decades .Government and police is requested issue 

directions to Shanthi Sadan not to object the general public to use it as public road and not to object BBMP to put tar road as public are owners by adverse possession as public is using the road since several decades 

http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/easement
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or more than 100 years and several decade back BWSSB has laid drainage in the road since several decades and ralway has railway gate and a railway under bridge exits for several decade  .The compound wall of 

Shanthi Sadan and distance up to railway land is the road which exists since about several hundred years. Shanthi Sadan cannot put up wall on the road illegally to stop the public using this road. 

 

BBMP is requested to put up tar on railway parallel  road (Jayaramdas  Railway gate  to present Darshan college road ) as public have easement rights as railway under bridge is proposed RUB opposite RV College 

and this is feeder to Metro station which is coming opposite  RV College .The Indian Easements Act, 1882 is the statute directly applicable and controlling the law of easements in India. Section 15 of the said Act 

deals with Easements by Prescription. I'll quote the said section : Section 15. Acquisition by prescription."Where the access and use or light of the air to and for any building have been peaceably enjoyed therewith, 

as an easement, without interruption and for twenty years, and where support from one person's land or things affixed thereto has been peaceably received by another person's land subjected to artificial pressure or 

by things affixed thereto, as an easement, without interruption and for twenty years, and where a right of way or other easement has been peaceably and openly enjoyed by any person claiming title thereto, as an 

easement, and as of right, without interruption, and for twenty years,the right to such access and use of light or air, support or other easement shall be absolute.  Each of the said periods of twenty years shall be taken 

to be period ending within two years next before the institution of the suit where the claim to such period relates is contested. The residents 8 layout Thus, have  established  a right of easement by way of prescription, 

the following criteria have been satisfied:1. There must be a pre-existing easement which must have been enjoyed by the dominant owner,2. The enjoyment must have been peaceable,3. The enjoyment must have 

been as an easement,4. The enjoyment must have been as of right,5. The right must have been enjoyed openly,6. The enjoyment must have been for a period of twenty years,7. The enjoyment for 20 years must have 

been without interrruption and 8. The period of twenty years must have ended within a period of two years immediately preceding the date of suit claiming such easement.The first seven points were specifically 

pointed out by the honourable High Court of Kerala in Krishnan v. Nanukuttan reported in Indian Law Reports 1986 (1) Kerala 526. The last point, though not enumerated, is an integral part of the section, to be 

satisfied too.Some casel aws and citations on the topic:    Justiniano Antao v. Bernadette B. Pereira - (2005) 1 SCC 471     Krishnan v. Nanukuttan - ILR 1986 (1) Kerala 526      Simon v. N. Jayanth - 1986 KLT 457    

Ibrahimkutty v. Abdul Rahumankunju - 1992 (2) KLT 775 (Kerala) Badariya Madrassa Committee v. Antony Robert - 2006 (2) KLT 636. 

 

Conclusion: This is clear case of flagrant violations of high court and Supreme Court orders in respect of easement rights of Public by Shanthi Sadan. It has created law and order situation and instead of shanthi it 

has created Ashanthi. Shanthi Sadan has tried to block the road by constructing an illegal wall though on this road BWSSB drainage line runs and people have objected this wall being construed by Shanthi Sadan. 

Shanthi Sadan compound wall is intact and people have not demolished Shanthi Sadan compound wall they have demolished the obstruction to the Public Road .Still Shanthi Sadan compound wall is intact since 

several decade which is away from this railway parallel raod. But the Shanthi Sadan filed a false case on resident of 8 layout people claiming falsely that their compound wall is demolished and fact is otherwise as 

people objected to blocking the road. On the false complaint Kengeri police have filed false FIR 187/2014 under section 143   147   447 472 read with 149 of IPC and have filed false charge sheet .Police instead of filing 

case on Shanthi Sadan they have filed cases on public who have easement right to use the public road which they were using from several decades as per above court citations. Blocking the road is nothing but 

encroachment of public right of way by easements as Easement right is the right one property holder holds over another's property for the beneficial enjoyment of the former's property. It is also requested to Police 

DC BBMP BWSSB officers to convince Shanthi Sadan  to stop the violations of high court and Supreme Court orders in respect of easement rights of Public and Government and withdraw the case filed in Kengeri 

PS  false FIR 187/2014 against the residents of the 8 layout people  who are using this road as public road since several decades . 

 

BBMP is requested to immediately tar this road for public use . The Right To Life as provided in The Constitution of India through Article 21 is closely associated with the ‘Right To Walk.’ Over the years, it has 

become nearly impossible for the common man to walk in public places, along public spaces and exercise a right that is intrinsically associated with your very Right To Life. Your ‘Right To Walk’ is associated with 

an inbuilt guarantee of safe passage without risk of injury or threat to life and property. “Shanthi Sadhana” should create Shanthi and help the public by giving them their road and not snatching the public 

utility.This is not a commercial organaisation . 

 

This is a sprtual organaisation .shuld leran to give the rihts of people and not snaching them. Prabhuve Maadu Enna Shanthi Sadhana: This is the transliteration of the above prayer, Lord Make me an Instrument of 

Peace in Kannada the State language of Karnataka, India. The word Shanthi in Sanskrit means peace and so also Sadhana in Sanskrit means an instrument. From this derives the name of the Institute “Shanthi 

Sadhana”. This Institute through its members, through its ministry and service, through its Franciscan spirituality strives to spread the message of universal peace. Franciscan Institute of Spirituality in India: The 

Capuchin General Minister Br. Roberto Carraro laid the foundation stone for this Institute of Franciscan Spirituality in India at Bangalore on 25 Jan 1991 and inaugurated it on 7 Dec 1993 with the blessing of the 

Arch- Bishop of Bangalore, Most Rev. Dr. Alphose Mathias. The primary objective of FISI is to help the participants revitalize themselves with the spirit of St. Francis by a live-in experience, an in-depth study of the 

Franciscan sources and other Franciscan themes of vital importance. A few other relevant topics essential to comprehend the deeper significance of consecrated life are also included in the nine months’ Diploma 

Course in Franciscan Spirituality offered here. Interiorization and integration is the methodology followed in this Institute, which envisages a harmonious blending of spiritual animation, study, research and active 

community living in all its dimensions. 

 

 CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and 

years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476     E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


